The forest stands as described herein are "priority for retention" based on erodible soils throughout the property. The subject property contains no champion trees or trees 75% of the size of property. The regulated resource limits and Specimen/Significant Trees as shown on plan are consistent with FEMA Panel No. 24031C0435D and is 25’ WETLAND BUFFER.

12.) The regulated resource limits and SPECIMEN/TREES are depicted on this plan. The forest stands as described herein are "priority for retention" based on erodible soils throughout the property.

13.) The subject property contains no champion trees or trees 75% of the size of property. The regulated resource limits and Specimen/Significant Trees as shown on plan are consistent with FEMA Panel No. 24031C0435D.

14.) The subject property contains no champion trees or trees 75% of the size of property. The regulated resource limits and Specimen/Significant Trees as shown on plan are consistent with FEMA Panel No. 24031C0435D.